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Young Amar'e Stoudemire is back in the all-star basketball adventure--STAT: Standing Tall and

Talented!Amar'e's idol, Overtime Tanner plans the biggest streetball tournament every year. But

when Overtime gets hurt during a basketball game, he can't make the arrangements in time. Amar'e

and his friends help set the tournament up.On top of that, each group of Amar'e's' friends wants him

to play for their team and he's torn on what to do. Planning a tournament is a lot more work than

playing in one. Will Amar'e's hard work pay off?Based on the life of All-Star NBA sensation Amar'e

Stoudemire, who overcame many obstacles to become one of the most popular figures in sports

today.
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I purchased the entire series for my son who HATES reading and therefore struggles with it. This

series of books gave me a chance to not only provide my son with a series of books that interest

hum but the main character looks like him. Public schools do not offer materials for students of color

in mind.

My son loved it! He devoured the entire series. He really identified with the characters and the real

life situations. As a Teacher, I am overjoyed that Mr. Stoudemire used his other gifts and talent to



inspire young black boys. Reading about characters that look like you with similar life experiences

will hook children every time. Can't wait for books 6-10.

I thought this book was amazing. I really think the readers got to see how smart and kind Amare

really is. He set up the whole tournament, contributed in it, did good in school, and thanked us for

reading his books.

Thank you Amar'e Stoudemire for writing this series of books. My son was completely captivated by

this series and has read every book. Please write more. We have enjoyed reading this series

together. This book is the last in the series and was both entertaining and captivating.

Wow.....just wow!... I can't believe how good this story is! Keep them coming cause this is an

amazing series and is definitely recommended for every basketball or even sports fan.

This book was awesome because he became the mvp and he made the right choice of playing the

tournament with his friends

Amare can write! yeah, you heard it right, he can write! I'm impressed with this writing style too! my

son loves it!

This Stat books are great! I gave these books to my 8 yr. old grandson for xmas and he truly

enjoyed reading them.
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